
HOW DO I WRITE A REPORT TO MY BOSS

Whether you are an employee writing a report for your boss, or a business owner reporting to your general manager, the
best tool is the "why-what-how".

Make the progress report meet your needs Using a ready-made template does not mean that you have to adjust
to its specifications. Format the Report If there's a company style guide, make sure you follow it. Managers
and executives may not understand the intricacies of employees' conversational style. For managers, progress
reports offer concrete information about your employees' contributions. That being said, it is better to use tools
that were specifically developed with progress reports in mind and allow you to automate the process of
writing them. You can look at a sample report for further guidelines and inspiration. These sections are your
layout, then start filling in the detail. If your status meetings stay in one place, you'll save countless hours
every month by writing instead of speaking. Some easy benefits to sell include: employees having a voice
within the organization, and raised productivity and focus on new plans. Conclusion or recommendation,
based on your findings. Briefly, what is the report is about? Especially when you are not too familiar with it. Is
the language clear and simple? Edit your summary until it delivers the essence of your report within a reading
time of one or two minutes. It encourages the exchange of ideas and opinions. This kind of report has to be
professional, so you have to make sure that it contains no errors whatsoever. You will lose credibility if you
forget to run a basic spell check. Just the Facts A simple report should be a fast read that's easy to understand.
Be direct and ask your supervisor what he is going to do with the report. Potential contract would run from
June 1, through June 1,  Online spell checks and grammar checks are helpful but they don't always allow for
context. Availability and accessibility are key for an excellent progress report. The purpose of progress reports
is to objectively identify key difficulties and concerns and help them along the way. Sign up with an online
tool that offers you ready-made solutions It may sound a little promotional, but online tools can make the
implementation process so much easier. Write down Objectives and Key Results Before inviting your whole
team, make sure you have set up Objectives. Many teams use Google docs or emails to do this. References 3.


